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Are we exhausting our phase 
space at the Tevatron? 



The cold water...X-Section 



t-tbar Afb t′ Search 



Spin Correlations 

Resonance Search 



Color Octet Mx = 700 GeV 

Selection not optimal for high energy resonances? 

















But what else? 
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Do we understand backgrounds 
or are they just contained? 



Why should we care?               
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•  Today’s signal is tomorrow’s background 

•  tt+j is to the LHC what W + heavy flavor is to the Tevatron 

before corrections after corrections 

The W+HF problem 
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... 
Dittmaier, Uwer, and Weinzierl   
 hep-ph/0810.0452v2 

Measurement  
of the          Cross Section                      
•  Idea is to quantify the production of top anti-to 

pairs in association with a hard jet  



The CDF-II Collaboration 
including 

U Michigan: G. Strycker, M. Tecchio, D. Amidei 
UC Davis: T. Schwarz, R. Erbacher, J. Conway 

Universitat Karlsruhe: J. Wagner, T.Chwalek, W. Wagner 

Afb/Ac and A vs Mtt in tt Pair Production 

Speaker: Dan Amidei, U. Michigan 



Subtract (somewhat asymmetric) 
Backgrounds 



Measurements 
-Q*Y (pp frame) with 3.2 fb-1 

    AFB = 0.19 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 

ΔY (tt frame) with 1.9  fb-1 

    AFB = 0.24 ± 0.13 ± 0.04 

D0 has measured 

ΔY (uncorrected) with 0.9  fb-1 

    AFB = 0.12 ± 0.08 ± 0.01 

compare CDF ΔY uncorrected 
    AFB = 0.11 ± 0.04  



The Mtt distribution: Bridgeman, Liss  (CDF) (with Schwarz) 

•  A proper unfold to parton level  
–  “no evidence of departure from SM” 



•  unfold in Mtt and Afb 

for some mass cut 
•  reconstructed data divided 

into 4 exclusive bins 
–  low mass  FW 
–  low mass BW 
–  high mass FW 
–  high mass BW 

•  backgrounds subtracted 

•  selection bias, reco slews 
corrected simultaneously in 
mass and Y with 2x2 unfold 

•  parton level Afb for 2 mass 
bins  “high and low” 

•  can study as function of cut 

BWlow 

BWhigh 

FWlow 

FWhigh 

Mass Dependence of the Asymmetry   M. Tecchio, T. Schwarz  



Data Measurement with Mass Cut at 450 GeV 



Now Scan the Cut 

•  points: data 

•  dashed: Pythia 
reweighted with flat 
Acosθ asymmetry 
–  A = 19% 

–  no mass dependence 

•  green: “NLO model”, 
Pythia reweighted  with 
AFB linearly dependent 
on Mtt as per fit to NLL 
calculation 

•  awaiting more data! 



Now what? 

•  AFB in pp frame 

•  Procedure for study of mass 
dependence 

•  it’s all 2σ	


•  more studies 
‒  ΔY for full data set 
–  understand systematics 
–  AFB vs Mtt  
–   AFB vs Y   
–  asymmetries of decay products 
–    

•  more data!! 



New physics in top samples 



New physics in top samples 



New physics in top samples 

• While on the energy frontier, we look for interesting 
events on the tails of the top quark distributions 

• Can a t’ exist?  Can it mimic top? 

• Generic 4th chiral generation is consistent with EWK 
data; can accommodate a heavy Higgs (500 GeV) 
without any other new physics 

• Masses of 4th generation quarks ~ few hundreds of 
GeV 
• Oblique corrections drive Higgs Mass to ~ 500 GeV 
• Almost degenerate b´ and t´ masses:  M(t´) - M(b´) < 
M(W) 
• Two Higgs Doublets N=2 SUSY (C.He et al, hep-ph/
0102144) 



Total Transverse Energy (Scalar) 



New physics in top samples 

• While on the energy frontier, we look for interesting 
events on the tails of the top quark distributions 

• Little Higgs models predict a heavy t’ -like particle  

• Several SUSY models provide for a 4th generation t’ 
or mimic top-like signatures (Beautiful Mirrors: Choudhury, Tait, Wagner)  



This Analysis ~2.8 fb-1 

•  We search for new quark decays into Wq:    t´ -> Wq  
  t´ ->Wb´ is kinematically suppressed and Vt´b ~ Vt´q 

•  Use lepton+jets events (no b-tagging requirements) 

•  Assume BR(t’->Wq) ~ 100% 

•  Model new signal with 4-generation  t´ quark pair production 
(Pythia) 

•  Assume strong  t´ pair production with strong SM couplings 

Idea: use kinematics again to separate t’ from t 



Reconstructed Mass 



Search for massive top 

• We use the top mass fitter, and fit observed 2D 
data distribution of HT vs Mrecon 

Variables are ~model- 
independent, to maintain 
sensitivity to many BSM 

scenarios 



Limits on t' 

Exclude with 95%CL region of t´ masses below 311 GeV 



2-D Scatter Plot 

Expected (MC) v. data (black) 



Data v. Projections 

1-d Projection: Fit results for 
M(tʹ′) = 300, 450 GeV 



Couple of strange ones… 
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Significance Test nxn 
•  measure 
significance of 
excess by looking at 
upper-right-most n x 
n bins 
•  let n increase from 
n=1,2,… and find the 
n x n region with 
most significant 
excess 
•  then ask “how 
probable is it that we 
get such a most 
significant excess?”  
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• Search for anomalous events that look like top+MET. 
→ SUSY cascades, T→Aht (L. Wang), …   

•  Similar (based on) t’ search but optimize for extra MET. 
•  Search underway at CDF. 

ET mT
W 



New physics in top samples 



New physics in top samples 



New physics in top samples 



New physics in top samples 



Four phase strategy for searches 

•  Phase 1: Simple blind goodness-of-fit tests 

•  Phase 2: Rank the events (still general) 

•  Phase 3: Model-dependent goodness-of-fit tests 

•  Phase 4: Zoom in and check relevant distributions in  
                  interesting ranges 



New physics in top samples 


